Basic Observation Personology Profile

This gentleman has what is called a construction type head
shape, career driven and enjoys projects and things, although he
will work with people he has a good head for business projects
and can work on his own. He holds information well with good
recall. He is analytical and will tend to approach things with a very
inquisitive mind and is curious as to how things work rather than
just accepting things that they do work. He has high concentration
and is patient and will tend to get irritated if interrupted when
concentrating. People around him should not be offended if he
does not immediately leave his work when called as the brain
needs to gear down, to change thought or direction. People with
this trait have good ability to be very focused on projects,
sometimes to the point of neglecting food or working for long
periods of time without a break. Their is a mood swing in
acquisitiveness seen in the protruding of the left ear This trait is
related to saving and collecting things, one side of the face will
want to collect things whereas the other side wants to clear stuff
out, how this trait affects people is that they may hoard things for
a while then suddenly have a huge clear out, and then start all
over again. The automatic traits area of the lower face shows this
man to be mentally more motivated, or driven, he will tend to think
things over before going into action. Is emotional but not overly
sensitive. A compliant man who is co-operative and will respond
to others as not overly stubborn. His manner of speaking will be in
short constructive sentences and to the point. Has high intellect and will
enjoy abstract thinking and deeper subjects, Trivial talk and ideal chit chat
could irritate him as the mind demands healthy mental food such as a
deeper spiritual nature or anything that is deeply stimulating to the mind.
Very confident, a generous person but will not be wasteful as his giving will
tend to be selective and will feel he has to have a reason to give. These type
of people (seen in the convex type nose) make good projects managers as
they will be price conscious and will ensure good value for money and not
over spend on the budget. The general appearance of the skin and nose
area indicate a more fussy and picky nature, someone who is very conscious
of details and having to get it right. The outer straight edge side of the ear
also indicate a person who's main drive and ambition is to work for himself,
although they can work in a team or company, these type of thrive working
for themselves. Eye magnetism is high and gives the impression of being
very approachable, this is an excellent trait as he will tend to draw people to
him, and he may find that people start to tell him all their personal business,
an he may wonder why, it all down to good old fashion eye magnetism.
Which is why you always see big bright brown eye girls on promotional stands at exhibitions, they just easily
draw in potential customers, and the guy afterward walks away wondering why he bought something he did
not particularly want!
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